
Kall Morris Inc and Privateer Space Develop Space Solutions
KMI to host debris-focused tracking and pricing version of Privateer’s
Wayfinder

Marquette, MI - Kall Morris Inc (KMI) is excited to announce the continued efforts for
industry-enabling data with Privateer Space. KMI is an accelerating orbital debris and logistics
company that has ongoing collaboration based on shared values with Alex Fielding, Steve
Wozniak, and Dr. Moriba Jah’s Privateer Space, a leader in space decision intelligence and data
infrastructure pursuing sustainable growth in the orbital environment.

To promote transparency in the developing orbital debris removal market, KMI is hosting a
version of Privateer's Wayfinder satellite tracker with the added feature of KMI’s pricing for
debris removal. This Privateer/KMI collaboration will stand alone as the only public access point
for debris removal costs. Access this information at kmi.privateer.com and
kallmorris.com/fresnel.

Details on tracked debris and price for collection will be continually refined with industry input to
maintain an emphasis on up-front and accessible information in the debris removal market. This
joint effort will empower greater innovation and action, not only between KMI and Privateer, but
stakeholders across the space industry. By partnering with Privateer to transparently
communicate debris removal pricing, we are moving together toward improved debris
management and #KeepingSpaceClearForAll.

“For KMI this partnership is natural, as working with the world leaders in visualizing orbital
objects aids our efforts to go and clear that space,” Troy M. Morris, KMI Co-Founder & CEO,
said “The continued and clear operations in orbit are a shared value for both KMI and Privateer,
and these combined efforts to support pricing for the removal of debris enable customers far
and wide to make informed decisions in securing their own missions to explore Earth and
beyond. I’ll invite anyone interested or operating in space to take a look at the debris removal
pricing through Wayfinder, to understand and address the objects in the way of their success.”

“Dealing with orbital debris is a challenge because every piece of debris is unique in its features
and its orbit location,” added Adam Kall, Co-Founder & Director of Science. “Standardizing the
cost for removal services despite the unique characteristics of individual debris would create an
inequitable market where some customers would overpay for simple captures and other
customers would underpay for complex missions. To resolve this before it becomes an issue,
KMI has begun this partnership with Privateer, allowing us to provide pricing for each unique
piece of debris, integrating the extra fees for a challenging mission, as well as the discounts for
straightforward collections. As the orbital debris problem continues to grow, I’m excited that we
have the opportunity to engage in a partnership that increases the transparency of the solution,
and I invite other ADR companies to join us in establishing this marketplace.”

“Wayfinder was built to be the central marketplace for data in and from space and this
partnership aligns perfectly with that purpose,” Privateer CEO Alex Fielding said. “This
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significant step forward in the debris removal market will support not only further growth of key
orbital services, but also ultimately the safety and sustainability of our orbital highways.”

Kall Morris Inc (KMI) is a space solutions company focused on space logistics
and specialized in addressing unprepared objects in orbit to protect critical
space assets to continue building the future. The co-founders combine civilian
space agency AI/ML, defense aerospace rapid prototyping, and commercial
business development for a target-agnostic solution to an exponential problem.
KMI orbital debris research and solution development is focused on Active

Debris Removal of legacy assets: significant debris objects that are unprepared for docking,
often uncontrolled, and potentially unrecognizable. Headquartered in Marquette, Michigan, on
the Upper Peninsula shores of Lake Superior, KMI is leveraging in-house proprietary software,
exclusive patented hardware, and essential partnerships around the world, all aligned toward
keeping space clear for all.

Learn more at www.kallmorris.com. All media inquiries may be sent to: liza.fust@kallmorris.com

Maui-based Privateer was co-founded in 2021 by tech and space veteran
Alex Fielding, Silicon Valley titan Steve Wozniak, and renowned
astrodynamicist Dr. Moriba Jah to serve as the decision intelligence platform
and data engine for sustainable space economy growth. Combining
hardware and software capabilities ‘for space’ with APIs and microservices

that fuel opportunities for data users and developers ‘from space,’ the company’s mission aims
to not only drive progress on Earth, preserve and expand space’s potential for future
generations. Learn more at www.privateer.com.
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